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In recent years the muon apin rotation
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CySRl technique ha» been applied

to determine the Internal fields In magnetic materials.

and

These fields are determined

from the precession frequency of the decaying spin polarised nuons [l], A muon
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could be considered as a light proton of mass of order 1/9 proton mass.
The magnetic field

B

seen by the muon In the limit of zero applied
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field is

where

MUON ZERO POINT MOTION AND THE HYPERFIHE FIELD IN NICKEL *

R. .

Is the hyperfine field, E d

the field due to the local dlpole moments

inside a sphere centred on the muon site and
In the
M.E.

Elzain

fee

Ni

—

M

Is the Lorentz field [?].

the muon occupies an octahedral site and hence

the Lorentz fields are zero because of the cubic symmetry.
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Its lifetime (2.2 us)

B^

and

The muon spends all

on this site [3]. At the non-cubic interstitial tetrahedral

or octahedral sites in

bec

Fe, the dipolar fields seen by muons are averaged to

zero because of the rapid diffusion betveen crystallographically equivalent but
magnetically Inequivalent sites [h].
seen by the muons is

B

Hence, for both

Ni

and

Fe

the net field

If the external field is zero.

In the following ve shall give,brief,summaries of the electronic structures
ABSOTACT
of muons and the origin of the hyperflelds at muon sites in Sees.II and III
It Is argued that the effect of zero point motion of muons In
to Induce local vibrations of the neighbouring

NI

atoms.

Ni

Is

This local vibration

reduces the Hubbard correlation and hence decreases the net spin per atom.

respectively.

In Sec.TV we will outline the effect of the muon zero point motion

on the hyperfine field and conclude In Sec.V.

This

acts back to reduce the hyperfine field at the muon site.

II.

ELECTRONIC STRUCTURE
The electronic structure of muons Is rather complicated and a number of

theories have been developed.
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For muons in simple metals non-linear screening has

been used In the Jellium model [5]. Hovever, for the transition metals the proper
band structure needs to he taken into account.
using I KKR

Green function

Calculations, have been performed

technique [6], embedded cluster models [7] and

phenomenological pseudopotential models [8]. The general finding Is that the
proton forms a deep covalent bonding state with the 3d
The Hamiltonian of an electron of spin
To be submitted for publication.

containing a muon is
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a

electrons.

In a ferromagnetic metal

The embedded duster method revealed that there are two contributions
to the hyperfine fieia,

B

and ft ,

B^

is large and negative and it is

attributed to the doubly occupied (.spin up, spin dovnT states of order
and more "below the Fermi level,
where

r
—

denotes the position of the electron, R
—

that of the ferromagnetic host Atoms,

that of the muon and

The magnitude of the hyperfine field increases with the magnetic moment

The potential contains electron-ion

of the host.

terras.

and

KKR

2 eV

Is positive and small and it Is due to the

spin up population of the higher levels,

{R }
—m

interaction as well as electron-electron repulsion, exchange and correlation
In

B_

and cluster methods the muon and lattice motions are frozen

Fe

For

NI

which are

the magnetic moment per atom is

1.78 (i- and

2.2 u_

15

fields at muon sites for

0.6 \i

respectively.

compared to

Co

The measured hyperfine

"•

Hi , Co

and

Te

are

- 0.07 T , - 0.58 T

while in the pseudopotential model [81 these are taken into account. However,
th^
in [8]/eleetron-phonon Interaction Is not considered. From these calculations

respectively.

the electronic density of states and hence the net spin density at the muon

a decrease in the magnitude of the hyperfine field.

ana

- 1.1 T

Hence a decrease of the magnetic moment per host atom may lead to

site is determined.
The hyperfine field at the muon site is given lay
MUOH ZERO POINT MOTION

IV.

(.3)

The observation that the muon does not diffuse at low temperatures in
HI

where

%i

site.

is the Bohr magneton and

(n

- n ) the net spin density at the muon

The hyperfine field Is negative indicating that

n

+

is greater than

+

n .

while it does In

Pe

[3] leads us to conclude that the effect of the muon

zero point motion on the surroundings is different In the two systems.

In

we assume the muon to be trapped In a potential well of finite extent.

This

will lead to a large muon momentum.
The

KKP

method [6] gave a result for

the experimental value.
ab

B. _

in

Hi

vhieh agrees with

The experimental value for

Hi

is

- 0.07 T.

initio embedded cluster method gave a value of

pseudopotential model [8] has
result.
for

- 0-13 T

While In

Hi

Fe, the extension of the trapping

potential Is large and hence the muon momentum is low.

The more
The vigorous oscillation of the nuon In the octahedral Bite In

[?]. The

parameters that can "be varied to obtain a reasonpble

However, in general the pseudopotential model does not work very well

make the surrounding
j—

site be

x

HI

atoms vibrate.

and the number operator of the

The interaction term between

Hi [8].

3d

Hi

will

Let the amplitude of vibration at the
Hi

3d

electrons be

n

.

electrons and the atomic vibrations Is

H irtt =
ITT.

ORIGIN OF THE HYPERFINE FIELD

where

In the screening theories the hyperfine field Is assumed to result from
the piling up of the polarised

s~electrons in the conduction band [9l.

X

is

the

coupling constant.

The Hamiltonian for the atomic

vibrations Is

However,

the detailed solution has shown that the proton forms a bonding state with the
3d

(5)

host electrons.
The net negative spin at the muon site is due to the exchange attraction

between the majority

d-electrons

on the neighbouring muon site.

leaves a net spin of onnosite direction.

The attraction

where

M

is the mass per atom and

ID. some characteristic frequency.
j

In another model [10] it was assumed

The rigid lattice Hamlltonian for
that the net spin Is due to the minority

3d-eleetrons

spreading over the muon

Hubbard model Is

site.

-3-
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3d

electrons expressed via the

'<>

K- I e

of this polarization.

(6)
V,

where £,

This will lead to less negative hyperfine fields at the

muon site.

the Coulomb repulsion at

j

site and

T..

CONCLUSIONS

are

are site energies which are constant for regular lattices, |J.

It is argued that the effect of moun zero point motion in

the overlap matrix.

to induce local vibrations of neighbouring atoms.
The total Hamlltonian is then

would be

electron-phonon Interaction reduces the repulsive Coulomb interaction on those
sites resulting In the decrease of the net spin per site.

Hirvt

H =

Nl

This local vibration, through

(7)

The polarization of

the electrons at the muon site will then be reduced and hence the hyperfine fieia.
This effect would be the missing element In the treatment by Estreieher

suppose that the atomic oscillations are slow compared to the characteristic
vibration so that we can ignore the kinetic term in

H

. Then we eliminate

and Meier [12], Inclusion of electron-phonon Interaction may lead to reasonable
x,

values of the hyperfine field and Its temperature dependence.

from the total Hamiltonlan to get
Estimation of the electron-phonon effect could be worked out by reducing
the repulsive Coulomb term In (2) by a site dependent term and using the embedded

H=

(.8)

e. n,r •

cluster method to calculate

B .

This Is currently under consideration.

where

and

U i = UJ
The effect of the lattice vibrations on the

.th
j

site is to introduce an

attractive interaction between electrons of opposite spin at that site.

However,
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(9)

Hence, the filling of the bands will change leading to a local decrease of the
net spin per atom ancl thus to the decrease of the magnetic moment per atom.
Kim [11] has shown that the electron-phonon Interaction may lead up to one Bohr
magneton decrease of magnetic moment per atom.
Since the polarization of the electrons at the muon site depends on the
net spin of the

3d

electrons 4-he. aforementioned change will lead to the lowering
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